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The VUV absorption spectrum of fenchone is re-examined using synchrotron radiation Fourier 
transform spectrometry, revealing new vibrational structure. Picosecond laser (2+1) resonance 
enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) spectroscopy complements this, providing an alternative 
view of the 3spd Rydberg excitation region. These spectra display broadly similar appearance, with 
minor differences that are largely explained by referring to calculated one- and two-photon 
electronic excitation cross-sections. Both show good agreement with Franck-Condon simulations of 
the relevant vibrational structures. Parent ion REMPI ionization yields with both femtosecond and 
picosecond excitation laser pulses are studied as a function of laser polarization and intensity, the 
latter providing insight into the relative two-photon excitation and one-photon ionization rates. The 
experimental circular-linear dichroism observed in the parent ion yields varies strongly between the 
3s and 3p Rydberg states, in good overall agreement with the calculated two-photon excitation  
circular-linear dichroism, while corroborating other evidence that the 3pz sub-state plays no more 
than a very minor role in the (2+1) REMPI spectrum. 
Vibrationally resolved photoelectron spectra are recorded with picosecond pulse duration (2+1) 
REMPI at selected intermediate vibrational excitations. The 3s intermediate state displays a very 
strong v=0 propensity on ionization, but the 3p intermediate evidences more complex vibronic 
dynamics, and we infer some 3p→3s internal conversion prior to ionization. 
Introduction 
Fenchone is a naturally occurring chiral terpenoid compound (C10H16O) that contributes its distinctive 
odour to plants such as fennel. Alongside its many claimed uses as an essential oil extract 
(perfumery, aromatherapy, flavouring, and antimicrobial agent)  it is also commonly adopted as a 
benchmark molecule with established chiroptical techniques such as electronic absorption circular 
dichroism (ECD) [1, 2], vibrational circular dichroism (VCD) [3], Raman optical activity (ROA) [4], and 
optical rotatory dispersion (ORD)[5]. Importantly in this context, fenchone has a rigid bicyclic 
structure that prevents it adopting multiple conformations, consequently removing ambiguity about 
the structural forms present in various media. It also lends itself to theoretical benchmarking [6] and 
has been particularly of interest in investigations that address solvation effects in CD spectra [2, 7, 8]. 
These latter studies are further enhanced with fenchone since its relatively high vapour pressure 




facilitates complementary gas phase studies that can thus directly compare solvated and non-
solvated molecular environments [9, 10]. More recently introduced gas phase chiroptical techniques 
have continued to choose fenchone as a benchmark. These include cavity ring-down polarimetry[10], 
and photoelectron circular dichroism (PECD) measured with synchrotron radiation in both soft X-Ray 
C 1s ionization [11] and vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) valence band ionization [12, 13]. Even more recently, 
fenchone has been a primary molecule of choice in fundamental investigations of laser multiphoton 
ionization PECD [14-20] including pump-probe time-resolved measurements [21, 22]. Complementing the 
fundamental laser-based studies, multiphoton ion yield [23] and enantiomeric excess determination 
[24, 25] experiments have addressed more analytical applications using fenchone as a testcase. 
However, despite this rather intensive uptake of fenchone in resonance enhanced multiphoton 
studies of chiral molecules, there remains relatively little background detail concerning its excited 
state spectroscopy and behaviour. Older measurements of the He I photoelectron spectroscopy of 
fenchone [26-28] mapped out the valence band ionization profile at low resolution. Very much higher 
resolution was achieved in resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) spectra obtained 
using nanosecond pulse lasers for two photon excitation via the 3s [29, 30] and, more recently, an 
extended scan to the include the 3p region [18], but with only limited analysis. Much of the 
understanding of the n=3 Rydberg states that putatively feature as intermediates in studies using 
REMPI ionization [14-16, 18, 20-25]  is founded upon the  VUV absorption spectrum and accompanying 
calculations reported in 1997 by Pulm et al [2]. 
In this paper we report a new, wide range (5.7 eV – 9 eV) absorption spectrum, recorded using VUV 
Fourier transform (FT) spectrometry, that spans from the onset of the Rydberg excitations in 
fenchone to above its ionization energy (I.E). This is complemented and directly contrasted with a ps 
laser (2+1) REMPI spectrum of the n=3 Rydberg region recorded at comparable resolution, and the 
spectroscopy is further elucidated using various TDDFT and ADC calculations to obtain cross-sections 
and expected vibrational distributions. Laser intensity dependence measurements made with ps and 
fs pulse duration lasers are recorded to help establish the relative importance of the two-photon 
absorption, ionization, and relaxation processes in the REMPI spectrum. Polarization dependent 
measurements of the parent ion yields are then able to be used to estimate the circular-linear 
dichroism in the two-photon absorption and, by comparison with calculated two-photon cross-
section data, shed further light on the electronic state involvement. Finally, vibrationally resolved 
photoelectron spectra, generated with ps excitation, are recorded across the 3sp Rydberg region and 
these not only provide new insight into the cation vibrational distribution following the ionization 
step, but also suggest very different roles for vibrational dynamics in the intermediate Rydberg 





The absorption spectrum of fenchone was recorded using the VUV FT spectrometer on the DESIRS 
beamline at Soleil synchrotron facility. The FT spectroscopy experimental branch has been previously 
described in detail, here we shall give only the relevant characteristics [31, 32]. DESIRS is an undulator 
based beamline that provides the continuum background for the absorption measurement in the 
shape of a pseudo-gaussian 7% spectral bandwidth that can be tuned over a large UV-VUV range [33]. 
Fourteen different spectral windows were required in order to cover the range 5 – 10 eV. A 
windowless gas cell installed in vacuum inside the multipurpose environmental sample chamber of 
the FT spectroscopy branch was used for the measurement. 
Following three freeze-pump-thaw cycles, room temperature fenchone vapour was admitted to the 
windowless gas cell via a needle valve to control pressure. Typical entrance pressures cover the 
range 0.10 - 0.27 mbar and were set for each individual spectral window in order to record 
approximately a 50% absorbance spectrum.   
The FT spectrometer was set to provide a spectral resolution of 17.2 cm-1. In the frame of our 
experimental conditions, an inspection of the spectrum gave no evidence for any feature requiring a 
better spectral resolution. During the campaign, and due to technical problems, it was not possible 
to set the absolute absorption cross-section scale by the procedure usually adopted [32]. 
Nevertheless, the cross-section was calibrated against a limonene spectrum recorded under 
comparable flowing conditions, itself cross-calibrated against literature values[34].  
VUV Photoionization 
Single photon ionization to the X+ ground state cation of fenchone was studied using the DELICIOUS 
3 double velocity map imaging (VMI) photoelectron-photoion coincidence (PEPICO) spectrometer [35] 
on the DESIRS beamline at Soleil. Fenchone was contained in a small reservoir, heated to 100 C, 
immediately behind a 70 m nozzle. A seeded molecular beam was created by expansion through 
the nozzle into vacuum using Argon carrier gas at 3.5 bar pressure. After passing a two-stage 
skimmer assembly the resulting seeded beam entered the main spectrometer chamber where it 
intersected the synchrotron beam. By recording electrons and ions in coincidence, any ion 
fragmentation could be monitored as a function of ion electronic state/internal energy by examining 
the electron energy tagged ion mass spectra. Conversely, photoelectron measurements could be 
associated with mass- and translational energy-selected ions (the latter achieved by spatial selection 
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at the position sensitive ion detector). Other details of VUV ionization measurements using the 
DELICIOUS 3 VMI apparatus have been provided previously [13, 36]. 
Multiphoton Spectroscopy 
(2+1) resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) spectra were recorded around 400 nm 
using either picosecond or femtosecond duration laser pulses and velocity map imaging (VMI) 
spectrometers.  
The picosecond laser system consists of a Ti:Sapph oscillator (Coherent, Vitesse), a regenerative 
amplifier (Coherent, Legend Elite), two single pass amplifiers (Coherent) and two optical parametric 
amplifiers (Light Conversion, TOPAS), although only a single optical branch was used for these 
measurements. The input beam to the TOPAS system has a fixed wavelength of 800 nm, a pulse 
width of 1.3 ps, a repetition rate of 1 kHz and a power of 3.4 W. The output beam from the TOPAS 
system has an independently tuned fundamental wavelength range from 1100 to 2950 nm that is 
subsequently converted to ultraviolet wavelengths using sum-frequency and higher-harmonic 
generation. For the present work output wavelengths in the range of 350-450 nm were produced to 
excite the (2+1) REMPI process. These UV wavelengths were calibrated by a comparison with a 
number of atomic resonance lines obtained from hollow-cathode lamps. The laser beam is focused 
into a photoelectron spectrometer chamber (operating pressure of 3x10-8 mbar) using a 30 cm focal 
length lens, where it may spatially and temporally overlap a pulsed molecular sample beam. 
The energy and angular distributions of the ejected photoelectrons were measured using a VMI 
photoelectron spectrometer that has been described previously [37]. Briefly, emitted photoelectrons 
were accelerated from a standard VMI instrument source design, travelled 400 mm along a field-free 
region, before striking a 40 mm dual microchannel plate/phosphor screen detector (Photek). The 
field-free region of the spectrometer was shielded from magnetic fields by a mu-metal tube. The 
microchannel plate/phosphor screen detector was gated so that it was only activated when the 
electrons arrived, and a CCD camera (Basler A302f) captured the image on the phosphor screen. The 
recorded 2D images are inverted to reconstruct the 3D velocity distributions of the photoelectrons 
using the pBasex method [38] and photoelectron spectra obtained from the radial velocity 
distributions. The electron energy scale was calibrated by recording the known S1 origin of aniline 
[39]. 
A seeded molecular beam of fenchone was generated by bubbling 1 bar He carrier gas through a 
room temperature reservoir and thence through a 1 kHz pulsed nozzle [40]  (Amsterdam Piezo Valve) 
into an expansion chamber. The beam was passed into the VMI spectrometer chamber via a single 
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stage skimmer where it was intersected by the laser beam. Although milder expansion conditions 
than used for the VUV measurements, these arrangements still provide moderate cooling. 
Some further measurements were made with a 3kHz, 150 fs pulse duration laser coupled with a dual 
imaging electron-ion coincidence spectrometer, again as previously described. [41-43]  
With both laser systems the photon intensities (W cm-2) in the interaction region of the 
spectrometer are derived from measured incident power using the laser temporal properties and an 
estimate of the beam focus. For this we assumed gaussian beam optics to arrive at a conservative 
estimate of 60 µm diameter for both lasers (which employed identical focusing arrangements); this 
focus size estimate probably contributes the greatest uncertainty in our intensities. 
Computational Details 
Vertical excitation energies of the excited singlet states of fenchone were performed at the MP2/6-
31G** optimised ground state neutral geometry using the time-dependent density functional 
method (TDDFT) with the CAM-B3LYP functional, as implemented in the Gaussian16[44] 
computational package. TDDFT calculations use a single reference ground state and, by using the 
same exchange-correlation functional for ground and excited state descriptors, incorporate an 
implicit treatment of differential-correlation effects. Excitation energies and oscillator strength 
calculations were obtained with d-Aug-cc-pVDZ, d-Aug-cc-pVTZ, and the triple-zeta SNST [45][46] basis 
sets, and these are summarised in Table 1.  
Previous systematic investigations have shown that TDDFT calculations made with range-separated 
functionals, in particular CAM-B3LYP, can be competitive with more expensive ab initio excited state 
methods that provide more extensive electron correlation corrections, and in some cases TDDFT can 
provide almost identical accuracy as do benchmark CCSD calculations in predicting Rydberg 
excitation energies, for example in comparisons made for acetone [47, 48]. For comparison and 
validation in this specific instance of fenchone, a larger ketone, we repeated our TDDFT  calculations 
using the perturbation based  2nd order algebraic diagrammatic construction (ADC(2)) method and 
the EOM-CCSD (equation-of-motion (EOM) formalism with multi-reference CCSD ground state), both 
as implemented in the Q-Chem package [49]. 
These methods scale unfavourably (respectively (5) and (6)) compared with the 
approximately quadratic scaling of TDDFT, and so can become prohibitively demanding in a molecule 
the size of fenchone. We have carefully evaluated an alternative basis set of reduced size, which we 
here designate as cc-pVDZ+R, for this purpose. This employs an un-augmented cc-pVDZ atomic basis, 
with a family of spdf diffuse Rydberg-like functions placed at the molecular centre-of-mass , as 
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prescribed by Kauffman [50] and that range up to n=4.5 (n=4 for the f functions). In TDDFT 
calculations cc-pVD(T)Z+R yields nearly identical energies and properties to d-Aug-cc-pVD(T)Z but 
with a nearly 50% reduction in the number of basis functions. A comparison made with ADC(2) with 
d-Aug-cc-pVDZ similarly finds nearly identical energies and oscillator strengths are returned with the 
smaller cc-pVDZ+R basis.  The requirements of an EOM-CCSD calculation with the d-Aug-cc-pVDZ 
basis exceeded the available computational resources (memory and storage) and only the cc-
pVDZ+R calculations are available. However, we have  successfully concluded a comparison of these 
two basis sets with both TDDFT and EOM-CCSD calculations made for a very similar terpene, 3-
Carene [51]; these further confirm the excellent agreement of the Rydberg state energies returned by 
either basis set. Our fenchone results for ADC(2) and EOM-CCSD methods are presented  in Table 2. 
Also shown in Table 2 are the results of previous CCSD calculations [17], specifically comparing the 
excited state energies obtained with a d-Aug-cc-pVDZ and Ryd-TZ bases. The latter is similarly limited 
in size by using un-augmented triple-zeta atomic basis functions plus a single exponent s, p, d 
additional diffuse function placed on either the O atom or at the molecular CM. It can be seen that 
the full d-Aug-cc-pVDZ basis yields excited state energies that diverge significantly as the level of 
excitation increases, though this becomes less marked with a triply augmented pure atomic basis set 
[17].  The CCSD/Ryd-TZ and EOM-CCSD/cc-pVDZ+R calculations provide very similar energies (within  
0.05 eV) for the Rydberg excitations, and as will be seen in the following section provide good 
agreement with experimental spectra. However, the TDDFT energies (Table 1) are also closely 
similar, CAM-B3LYP/d-Aug-cc-pVDZ results displaying <0.1 r.m.s difference with our EOM-CCSD 
results over the ten excited states listed, for a very much reduced computational cost. Such an 
energy difference is in any case in line with the expected overall accuracy of EOM-CCSD methods [52]. 
With caveats about the selection of basis set we thus mirror the favourable method comparison 
demonstrated for acetone[47]. 
While ADC(2) offers slightly improved computational costs compared to CCSD methods, we find here 
that it provides less plausible excitation energies in comparison with either experiment (see below) 
or other computational approaches  including TDDFT-CAM-B3LYP (see Table 2).  The authors of Ref. 
[17] also compared  CC2 (a reduced cost linear-response second-order coupled-cluster method) with 
CCSD but found it also returned poor energy estimates, typically some 0.7 eV too low, confirming an 
earlier general conclusion that CC2 performs badly in the calculation of Rydberg states [53].     
Two-photon absorption (TPA) tensors, relevant for discussion of the (2+1) REMPI measurements in 
the 3s, 3p, and low 3d regions, were obtained by using a TDDFT/d-Aug-cc-pVDZ calculation making 
use of single residue quadratic response theory, as implemented in DALTON[54], by an ADC(2)/d-Aug-
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cc-pVDZ calculation using the Intermediate State matrix Representation [55] (ISR), and by the EOM-
CCSD response theory, both the latter using Q-Chem [49].  
These  two-photon absorption cross-sections, (2) , provided in Table 3 for either linear or circular 
polarized light, were calculated from the TPA tensors using the formulation of McClain [56, 57]. 
Excessive resource demands prevented an EOM-CCSD calculation with the full d-Aug-cc-pVDZ basis, 
and the results in Table 3 were obtained with the reduced size cc-pVDZ+R basis discussed above. 
Also in Table 3 we include the comparable CCSD two photon excitation results [17], these also 
restricted to the reduced Ryd-TZ basis, presumably  by similar resource considerations. 
Excited states have been classified as 3s, 3p etc. by examination of their principal contributing 
orbitals. The identification as Rydberg states is confirmed by the  r2 expectation values, 
characterising the spatial extents, that are shown compared to those of the neutral ground state in 
Table 1. To facilitate further discussion the 3p Rydberg states have been identified as  3px , 3py , and 
3pz with the axis designations chosen by reference to the local C2v (planar) geometry of the carbonyl 
group, following that convention px is normal to the plane of the C-C(O)-C grouping, and pz parallel to 
the C=O bond (the C2 symmetry axis). While the s, p, or d character is well developed, the nominal 
3px Rydberg has mixed in a little more valence  * (sharing the same b1 symmetry in the localised C2v 
carbonyl environment) character.  
Harmonic vibrational frequencies were calculated with Gaussian16[44] for the neutral and cation 
ground states using DFT and MP2, and for the low-lying Rydberg states using TDDFT with CAM-B3LYP 
functional, all with various basis sets. In the latter case geometry optimisations occasionally failed to 
converge to a global minimum, but the SNST basis set provided reliable results across the Rydberg 
states of interest. A previous systematic study has shown that the combination of CAM-B3LYP and 
the SNST basis performs well for the calculation of Rydberg state chiroptical properties and 
vibrational structure in the chiral molecule methyloxirane [45]. Franck-Condon simulations for 
vibrational structure [44] were then computed using ground state frequencies computed at the same 
level of theory in the adiabatic hessian model [58]. To the extent that simulations using other basis 
sets (aug-cc-pVDZ, aug-cc-pVTZ) were available for comparison, no significant deviations from the 
CAM-B3LYP/SNST results was found. 
Results 
Single Photon Rydberg Absorption Spectrum 
Figure 1 shows the absorption spectrum recorded with the VUV FT instrument at the DESIRS 
beamline Soleil. The scan starts above the region of the first, very weak n-* valence excitation but 
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then extends beyond the fenchone ionization threshold (8.4 eV). The 17.5 cm-1 resolution of this new 
recording is around ten times better than the 0.5—2 nm resolution spectrum reported by Pulm et al.  
[2], and while still in broad agreement the structure here is more pronounced, especially at lowest 
energy. Above 7eV, the absolute cross-section is reasonably similar to this earlier spectrum but 
between 5 and 7eV the FT measurement shows an absorption cross-section increase of roughly 30%. 
The indirect calibration procedure might be the reason for this discrepancy, although the absolute 
cross-sections for other terpenes  (α-phellandrene, α-pinene) recorded during the same campaign 
and determined following the same procedure, are much closer to references found in the literature 
[59, 60].  The series of sharp peaks appearing above 8 eV in Fig. 1 are readily attributed to the A 1 - X 
1 system in CO [61], presumably a photolysis product at these shorter wavelengths. We estimate 
that the CO fraction is less than 0.5% of the fenchone column density, and thus the contribution is 
negligible regarding the reduced absolute cross-section. Henceforward, we will focus attention on 
the 3spd region below 7.5 eV. 
Also shown in Fig. 1 are calculated vertical excitation energies for the 3spd Rydberg states (Table 1). 
Accurate Rydberg state calculations by TDDFT are known to pose difficulties and the CAM-B3LYP/d-
Aug-cc-pVDZ positions marked in Fig. 1 have been offset to lower energy by 0.2 eV to emphasise that 
even though the absolute vertical excitation energies calculated would seem to be overestimated by 
this amount, the relative s–p–d spacings appear meaningful. A shift of this magnitude is also 
consistent with the presumably more reliable CCSD excitation energies from  previous work [17] that 
we also have listed in Table 1. 
Single Photon VUV Ionization 
Before considering the Rydberg states in more detail it will be helpful to outline fresh aspects of the 
VUV ionization of fenchone. A recent PEPICO investigation of fenchone [13] reported that no 
fragmentation occurred on ionization to the HOMO band, but that the higher-lying bands were 
strongly fragmented. Although not included in the published results, extrapolation of the observed 
ion yield curves suggests the energetic onset for the first fragmentation to m/z 81 to be > 9.5 eV (see 
Fig. S1, Supplementary information).  
Figure 2 shows the velocity map imaged photoelectron spectrum (VMI-PES) of fenchone recorded 
with a photon energy h = 9.22 eV, well below this fragmentation threshold.  The expansion 
conditions for this measurement used 3.5 bar of Ar as a backing gas to promote greater cooling than 
hitherto, but also dimer formation was noted in the ion mass spectrum. However, by recording the 
VMI-PES in coincidence with translationally cold ( < 40 meV ion KE) m/z=152 parent ions only, 
(dissociative) ionization of the dimer could be excluded, leaving just the cold monomer PES. 
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Previously reported valence photoelectron spectra of fenchone [12, 26, 27] have not examined the 
HOMO band in such detail. In this higher resolution, jet-cooled spectrum broad vibrational structure 
is evident which is well reproduced by a Franck-Condon simulation. From our empirical alignment of 
the experimental ionization energy scale with the simulation’s internal vibrational energy scale the 
adiabatic ionization energy (vibrational origin) can be estimated as 8.4950.01 eV, in good 
agreement with a previous finding of 8.490.06 eV [16]. 
REMPI Excitation Spectrum 
In Figure 3 we present a (2+1) REMPI spectrum of fenchone, recorded by monitoring parent ion 
mass, m/z 152, while scanning with linearly polarized, picosecond laser pulses. The spectrum has 
been normalized by pulse energy, which ranged around 12  2 J across the spectrum.  Spectral 
resolution estimates can be obtained from the two-photon convolution of the transform limited 12 
cm-1 linewidth of a 1.3 ps pulse, that is ~17 cm-1 — an exact match for the 17.5 cm-1 FT spectral 
resolution. In practice, however, the transform limit is a best-case scenario and from recorded laser 
line spectra we obtain a more conservative estimate of ~30 cm-1 (after deconvoluting the 
monochromator bandwidth). The 3s origin is easily identified in the Fig. 3 spectra and has been  
established more precisely by the higher resolution ns laser REMPI experiments as 5.9530.001 eV 
[16, 30].  Below this energy the room temperature FT spectrum displays a hot-band structure at 5.93 
eV, which is also still weakly visible in the moderately cooled ps REMPI recording (Fig. 3). 
Intensity and Polarization Dependence of the REMPI Ion Yield 
Across the 3s Rydberg region, up to the first prominent 3p Rydberg peak (6.4 eV excitation energy), 
the equivalent three-photon energy will be less than the ion fragmentation threshold identified by 
VUV ionization, and correspondingly no fragmentation was observed in the ps REMPI ion ToF spectra 
in this range. With at least an order of magnitude more intensity being generated by the 
femtosecond laser, the amount of fragmentation observed in the fs REMPI mass spectra does, 
however, increase, although for pulse energies <25 µJ (5 × 1012 W cm-2) the extent of fragmentation 
remains around the 10% level. Corroborating an expectation of minimal fragmentation, the ion ToF 
mass spectrum recorded for single photon ionization at h=10.5 eV, an eV above the fragmentation 
onset, shows a similarly limited amount of fragmentation (see Figs. S2 & S3, Supplementary 
information).  
These regimes all contrast greatly with the reported nanosecond REMPI mass spectrum, which 
shows very extensive fragmentation into multiple fragment channels, predominantly those with 
mass < 40 amu,  even at the 3s origin [19]. This degree of fragmentation into the smallest fragment 
ions even exceeds that seen in the 70 eV electron impact mass spectrum [62] indicating that, 
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energetically, very large numbers of photons must be absorbed. It is long established that in these ns 
duration pulse conditions competing photon absorption pathways involving ionization of neutral 
fragments can open up [63], which carries  potential implications for the observed photoelectron 
emission. Figure 4 presents the mass-selected femtosecond laser power dependence data recorded 
in the middle of the 3s region at 407.5 nm (equivalent two- and three-photon energies of 6.09 eV 
and 9.13 eV respectively). It can be seen that starting with 33 J pulse energy (8 ×1012 W cm-2) the 
total fragmentation has increased to ~16%, and as the laser intensity is further increased there is 
correspondingly increased overall fragmentation and a growth in the production of smaller 
fragments. For the parent ion production specifically, the slope of the log10-log10 plot shows a second 
order power dependence, consistent with the expected (2+1) REMPI mechanism when the two-
photon excitation is the rate limiting and subsequent ionization is saturated. For successively smaller 
fragments the power dependence increases in steps of 1 from 3 to 5, strongly suggesting the 
resonant photon dependence may be increasing in the sequence 2-3-4-5 as increasingly more 
energetic fragmentation channels are opened. This is, of course, consistent with the energetic 
requirement that at least four 407.5 nm photons are needed to access even the first m/z = 81 
dissociation threshold. 
These photon intensities are reduced by at least an order of magnitude when using the picosecond 
laser system and Figure 5 shows two further examples of the laser intensity measurements, now 
showing solely non-dissociative parent ionization, that were obtained by picosecond excitation in 
the 3s region. The gradient of these log10-log10 plots of the parent ion yield, chosen in these 
examples to lie at the red (417 nm) and blue (391 nm) ends of the 3s band, have increased to around 
3.  Figure 6 summarises the complete set of picosecond laser power dependence gradients 
measured across the 3sp region. 
Also presented in these figures are ratios of the ion yields recorded when the light polarization is 
switched between left circular and linear (abbreviated as C/L). These C/L ratios are primarily 
associated with polarization dependent differences in two-photon electronic excitation cross-
sections and hence, with additional caveats, may provide insight into the Rydberg states accessed as 
resonant intermediates [64-66].  For each wavelength investigated with picosecond laser excitation 
repeated C/L measurements were made using several laser powers in the range 9–15 mW. While at 
the longest wavelengths the C/L ratios may suggest a very slight power dependence (see for 
example the 417 nm data in Fig. 5), elsewhere there is no discernible C/L power dependence. The 
picosecond excitation power averaged values that are plotted in Fig. 6 are therefore considered to 
be fully representative of the circular-linear dichroism ratio, C/L, across the REMPI spectrum. As is 
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evident in Fig. 6, there are very significant C/L changes, both within the 3s region and on moving 
from the 3s to 3p excitation regions.   
A somewhat different approach was adopted to investigate circular-linear dichroism with 407.5 nm 
femtosecond excitation. Mass-selected ionization rates were recorded while a quarter waveplate 
was continuously rotated to cycle the laser through circular–elliptical–linear… polarization. The 
resulting data was fitted to the expected sinusoidal functional form, and the C/L ratio determined 
from the sine amplitude. An example is shown in the Supplementary Information (Figure. S4). For 
the parent ion, using a laser power of 200 mW (1.6×1013 W cm-2) a C/L ratio of 1.360.04 was 
obtained. Simultaneously, the measurement using 200 mW led to a lower value of C/L=1.21  0.06 
when monitoring instead the principal m/z 81 fragment ion channel. Using 70 mW (5.5×1012 W cm-
2) a C/L value of 1.32  0.03 was returned, although the reduced m/z 81 fragment intensity now 
precluded measuring its C/L . 
Our rotating waveplate experiments measuring the circular-linear dichroism (e.g. Fig S4) were not 
expressly designed to measure purely circular dichroism (CD) in the ionization yield, although this is 
in principle possible since the laser polarization is continuously varied between RCP and LCP. Using a 
technique specially developed for the purpose, Boesl and co-workers [23] have reported an 
asymmetry factor of 4.8% between RCP and LCP absorption in the multiphoton ion yield of gas phase 
fenchone, although at much shorter wavelength (295 nm) than here. However, we noted no such CD 
around 400 nm, but can claim a sensitivity no better than 3%  for our non-optimum CD 
measurement. 
REMPI Photoelectron Spectra 
Photoelectron spectra of fenchone were recorded for various laser wavelengths (marked in Fig. 6) 
exciting via 3s and 3p resonances at the two-photon level. An overview of the set of these 
measurements made with RCP polarization is presented in Figure 7. The ionization energies (IE) 
shown in this figure are calculated by assuming an overall three-photon process and subtracting the 
measured electron kinetic energies from the three-photon energy. In the 3s resonance region the 
PES displays a single sharp peak that steadily moves to higher IE with increasing excitation energy. 
More complex spectra with additional peaks and structure appear with shorter wavelength 
excitation into the 3p region. This behaviour will be further considered following discussion of the 





There is clearly a very close resemblance between the VUV single-photon absorption spectrum and 
the two-photon ps-REMPI spectrum in Fig. 3. However, two discrepancies merit further discussion. 
The first is the relative intensity of the 3s excitation which appears much stronger in the REMPI 
spectra. Figure 8 compares the calculated oscillator strengths (proportional to integrated cross-
section) for the single photon excitation of the 3sp Rydberg states (see also Table 1). In a lower panel 
are shown calculated two-photon cross-sections for these states. The conversion of calculated two-
photon strengths to macroscopic cross-sections for quantitative experimental comparisons can be 
problematic [67], but for present purposes only relative cross-sections are required. In both panels it 
can also be seen that there are differences between the adopted quantum chemical models. 
Nevertheless, the trends are in both cases clear with 3p transitions being relatively less strongly 
favoured compared to the 3s in a two-photon excitation. The different 3s:3p ratios in the VUV and 
REMPI spectra are thus clearly ascribed to the different photon transition mechanisms for the 
resonant ground-Rydberg excitations. 
The calculated cross-sections in Fig. 8 strongly suggest that in the two-photon resonant spectra of 
fenchone’s 3p states the 3pz contribution will be negligible. Conversely, single photon transitions to 
3pz are predicted to be the strongest in the VUV spectrum.  Comparing the ps REMPI spectrum and 
the VUV FT spectrum in Fig. 3, one may note a different profile for the first two prominent peaks in 
the 3p region (6.4 and 6.46 eV). Particularly for the second of these peaks, the VUV absorption 
spectrum shows evidence of a splitting of around 30 meV. After detailed examination we conclude 
that visible differences between the ps REMPI and VUV spectra could be attributable to a slightly 
worse resolution in the former, and indeed the much better resolved ns REMPI spectrum (Fig. 3) 
clearly shows such splittings in the 3p region[16]; we cannot then adduce evidence from these 
comparisons for a different population of the 3p Rydberg components in a one- or two-photon 
excitation. 
In Figure 9 we compare a consistent set of Franck-Condon vibrational simulations (made with the 
same CAM-B3LYP functional, SNST basis set, assumed temperature, and width function) for the 
cation and low Rydberg states of fenchone. (The 3pz Rydberg is omitted because it could not be 
converged to a stable equilibrium geometry required for the frequency analysis.) All show very 
similar vibrational structure for the first few tenths of an eV above the origin and, significantly, the 
characteristic spacings are comparable to the experimental peak splitting noted above. A direct 
comparison of three of these simulations with the ps REMPI spectrum is provided in Figure 10. 
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Following usual practice calculated harmonic frequencies have been scaled, as noted in the figure 
caption, for comparison with experiment [68]. For the 3s simulation we first note an excellent 
agreement with experiment for the first few tenths eV, and which remains good up to the 3p onset. 
Figure 11 demonstrates that this same 3s simulation, but using a reduced peak width parameter to 
broaden the stick spectrum, also produces excellent agreement with a much higher resolved 
nanosecond laser REMPI spectrum [29] around the 3s origin, and so is consistent also with the CC2 
simulation for the 3s Rydberg state that appears in Ref. [19]. 
The 3py simulation likewise provides a good account of the picosecond 3p spectrum (Fig. 10) up to 
about 6.7 eV. However, using the ps simulations (both having the same assumed width of 15 meV) 
as a guide it is evident from Fig. 10 that the width of the experimental REMPI peaks to the low 
energy side of the 3s band is much less than the corresponding 3p REMPI peaks. In a preceding 
paragraph it was suggested that the experimental resolution in the ps REMPI 3p band might be 
worse than that of the FT VUV recording, even though for a 1.3 ps duration pulse we previously 
estimated a roughly commensurate instrumental resolution. Instead, the question is now seen to be 
why the ps REMPI peak widths in the 3p region appear broadened compared to those of the 3s 
band? 
The authors of Refs. [16, 19] have previously noted that the 3p lines in their ns REMPI spectrum were 
broader than the 3s lines (the latter most probably reflecting rotational profiles). From the 
experimental linewidths they were thence able to estimate 0.6   ps as a lower lifetime limit for 
the 3s state. Further, from the extra width of the 3p lines they suggested 80  fs for the 3p state 
[16]. It is implausible to simply transfer these lifetime broadening arguments to the ps pulse duration 
REMPI spectrum. Rather, we consider the possibility that the observed ps 3p widths reflect the 
unresolved excitation of both 3py and 3px states (we discount 3pz given its much lower predicted 
two-photon cross-section). The calculated separations of the 3p sub-states (Tables 1 & 2) are in the 
range 30—50 meV. These indicate the separations that might be applied when  two (or three) 3p 
sub-state simulations were superposed to generate a full 3p region simulation, and do indeed 
roughly correspond the experimental observed spacings, as suggested in Ref. [19]. But a 30—50 meV 
spacing also matches the vibrational spacings evident in the Franck-Condon simulations. Given the 
close similarity of these Rydberg vibrational simulations (Fig. 10), vibrational spacings, and electronic 
offsets, it proves impossible to arrive at a unique and unambiguous fitting of two or more 
simulations with the experiment. We can, however, maintain that the observed 3p REMPI 
broadening is consistent with the presence of two or more unresolved 3p substate spectra. 
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Intermediate State Lifetimes 
A second order laser intensity dependence, as observed for the 150 fs pulse duration, 407.5 nm laser 
ionization producing parent ion via the 3s resonance (Fig. 4), is usually taken to indicate saturation of 
the ionization step  [69], such that the two-photon intermediate state excitation is rate determining. A 
simple first order kinetic model [69]  that considers competition between the monitored parent (m/z 
152) ionization and relaxation by non-ionizing- , or unobserved ionization-, channels  (see 
Supplementary Info) gives as an approximate result that (1)1 I

, where  is the effective 
relaxation time, (1) is the single photon ionization cross-section, and I the intensity. Assuming a 
typical value of ~10 Mb for the ionization cross-section [70, 71], similar to camphor [72] , and considering 
a mid-range fs laser intensity of 1.21013 W cm-2 we obtain that 4 fs. 
Similarly, a 2nd order intensity dependence is found for the parent ionization channel in the 3p 
resonant excitation using ps duration laser pulses around 376 nm (6.6 eV) (Fig. 6). As above,  one 
may estimate, assuming mid-range ps laser power of 10 mW ( 3.5 W cm-2) and (1) 10  Mb,  
a lower lifetime limit of 150 fs. In contrast Figs. 4 & 6 also show that for ps excitation in the 3s 
resonant region the laser intensity dependence for parent ion production exceeds 2nd order and 
approaches 3rd order. Conventionally, this now indicates that relaxation into non-ionizing channels is 
becoming competitive with ionization. Since the laser pulse duration is 1.3 ps we may infer that  is 
of similar magnitude. This is, of course quite consistent with the above deduction of a 4 fs lower 
bound based on the fs laser result, and with the alternative estimate of 3 0.6s   ps based upon 
observed ns laser REMPI linewidths [16, 19]. It is also fully consistent with a direct lifetime 
measurement [22] of 3 3.3s = ps made by a delayed pump-probe experiment at 201 nm (single 
photon resonance) .  
Circular-Linear Dichroism 
Polarization studies of two-photon absorptions, made in the liquid phase, are a well-established 
technique that can help assign symmetry and hence identify electronically excited states [64-66], but 
are also can have diagnostic value with chiral molecules that lack any symmetry [73, 74]. The circular-
linear dichroism effect (difference between the circular- and linear- polarized light excitation 
strengths) in two-photon resonant gas phase REMPI studies appears, however, to have been largely 
neglected after some early interest [75-77]. As was first recognised, the signal (ionization yield) in (2+1) 
REMPI entails not just the two-photon absorption, but a further ionizing photon interaction that may 
modify the observed polarization dependence, and hence would generally require more advanced 
theoretical modelling. However, in the limit of 2nd order laser power dependence, the ionization step 
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may be assumed to be saturated, allowing the REMPI signal to be interpreted as primarily due to the 
two-photon absorption [76]. Such limiting conditions are nowadays more likely attained with the 
higher intensities generated by ultrafast lasers, as here, suggesting a renewed interest for two-
photon polarization spectroscopy in gas phase may emerge. 
Table 3 compares calculated two-photon polarized excitation cross-sections and circular-linear 
dichroism for the excited states of fenchone.  While the cross-sections obtained by different 
methods show some systematic differences in magnitude, they follow the same trends. In particular, 
the cross-section ratios from a given calculation, of interest as the C/L dichroism, are in each case 
similar. We already inferred a saturated ionization step in the 3p REMPI from the 2nd order laser 
intensity dependence (Fig. 6). Hence,  the experimental C/L dichroism ratios of ~0.4 shown in the 3p 
region in Fig. 6 can be directly compared with the calculations in Table 2, and are in excellent 
agreement with the QRT/d-Aug-cc-pVDZ C/L values of 0.4 and 0.38 for, respectively, the 3py, 3px 
states. 
Rather different considerations apply when considering the 3pz state. This is predicted to have the 
lowest excitation energy of the 3p states (Table 1), but while the experimental C/L value at 6.4 eV, 
the apparent 3p threshold, shows a very slight increase to 0.55, this is nowhere near the predicted 
3pz  C/L value of 1.48 (Table 3). Even if the experimental C/L ratios are considered to be mean values, 
formed of overlapping 3p sub-states, it is clear that 3pz could be no more than a very minor 
contributor. This of course validates the same conclusion arrived at by noting the relatively very 
weak two-photon cross-section for 3pz (Fig. 8).  
Much larger, though varying, C/L ratios are observed throughout the 3s region below 6.4 eV. In the 
centre of the 3s REMPI band, around 6.1 eV excitation energy, these are very similar to the predicted 
3s circular-linear dichroism of 1.48–1.49 (Table 3) but decrease somewhat towards the band 
extremities. In fact, one may observe in Fig. 6 a seeming anti-correlation between the laser intensity 
dependence, which drops from 3.1 to a minimum of ~2.4 in the 3s band centre, and the C/L ratios, 
which rise from ~1.1 to a maximum of ~1.5 in the 3s band centre.  
At the 3s band extremities the near 3rd order laser intensity dependence indicates that the total 
yields depend on one-photon ionization as much as the two-photon excitation — so a bigger 
deviation from the pure two-photon excitation dichroism predictions in Table 3, with no explicit 
incorporation of the ionization step, is to be expected. In contrast, near the ~6.2 eV band centre, the 
reduction towards 2nd order in the laser intensity dependence may perhaps indicate “partial 
saturation” of the ionization step. A correspondingly reduced reliance on the one-photon ionization 
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specifics would then explain the observed closer agreement between the experimental C/L and the 
predicted pure two-photon excitation C/L values in Table 3.  
A similar inference follows from the femtosecond C/L measurements in the same central region of 
the 3s band (407.5 nm). Here the parent ion REMPI is unambiguously only two-photon limited (viz. 
the 2nd order slope in Fig. 4) and the measured C/L value of 1.38 0.09 is close to the predicted two-
photon circular-linear dichroism for 3s excitation. Conversely, the production of m/z = 81 fragment 
displays clear 3rd order intensity dependence and energetically must entail a minimum absorption of 
four photons. In this case the measured C/L is 1.210.06, significantly reduced from that of the 
competing parent ion channel and so indicative of different photoexcitation dynamics. Again, one 
sees a deviation from the predicted C/L ratios for a resonant two-photon absorption when the 
photon dependence rises above 2nd order and the contributory role of further photon absorption (in 
the resonant excitation or subsequent ionization/fragmentation of the intermediate) cannot be 
ignored.  
The variation in laser intensity dependence between the two- and three-photon limiting cases that 
we observe for excitation wavelengths spanning the 3s band (Fig. 6) suggests a delicately balanced 
interplay between the complex dynamical factors that govern production of the Rydberg state, its 
evolution and relaxation, and its ionization. An explanation for the observed 3s band centre dip 
towards 2nd order might, for example, be that the electron K.E. dependence of the  (1) 
photoionization cross-section and the Franck-Condon factors conspire to produce a higher net 
ionization rate near the band centre. Clearly more theoretical and experimental work would be 
required to confirm this somewhat speculative interpretation. 
Finally, we note that C/L values measured at the beginning of the 3d region appearing in Fig. 6 are 
~0.5, significantly different from the two-photon predicted C/L of ~1.3 appearing for the 3d(x2-y2) 
state in Table 3. However, predictions for the remaining 3d states are very basis set dependent, 
seeming to reflect different degrees of mixing in the calculation. Given, then, the paucity of 
experimental data currently available we do not for now attempt further interpretation of the 3d C/L 
results.  
Photoelectron Spectra 
A 0v =  propensity rule in the intermediate state ionizations studied here can be expected owing 
to these Rydberg states possessing a cationic molecular core, so that vertical ionizing transitions with 
no change in quantum number(s) are favoured.  That the vibrational structure of the Rydberg states 
parallels that of the actual cation is here further evidenced by the very similar full Franck-Condon 
simulations (Fig. 9). Fig. 7 provides an overview of the normalised set of REMPI-PES, while in Figure 
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12 we examine closely three examples of the REMPI-PES recorded with linear polarization. The first 
of these was recorded with a two-photon excitation at the 3s origin (2= 5.95 eV). The single peak in 
this PES spectrum is measured (by fitting with a gaussian function) to have a width of 35 meV and a 
peak centred at an ionization energy of 8.49 eV — which is just the adiabatic I.E. we already inferred. 
This can be assigned, unambiguously, as the 0–0 transition from a vibrationless 3s Rydberg to the 
vibrationless ground state cation, although at this laser wavelength the three-photon equivalent 
energy (3 = 8.93 eV) is energetically sufficient to ionize several vibrationally excited states.  
The second REMPI-PES shown in Fig. 12 was recorded at a wavelength for which 2=6.23 eV, so 
proceeding via a vibrational level of the 3s Rydberg state lying well above the origin of the REMPI 
spectrum. Again, the PES displays a single sharp peak with an I.E.  of 8.76 eV and width of 54 meV. 
All the additional two-photon excitation energy (6.23-5.95=0.28 eV) effectively is transferred into 
the increased peak ionization energy (8.76-8.49=0.27 eV). Once again there is no evidence of 
ionization into either higher or lower vibrational levels than that of the principal peak. In fact such 
behaviour, very strongly following the 0v =  propensity rule,  is clearly evident throughout the  3s 
excitation and gives rise to a distinct “ridge” appearing in the overview PES plots (Fig. 7). 
Once the excitation energy 2 6.4  is reached, a second ridge, albeit broader, appears in the 
REMPI-PES overview (Fig. 7) running parallel to the first. This is readily understood as being formed 
by   0v =  excitations in ionization from the 3p state(s). Back-extrapolating, the line of this ridge 
intersects the line of the adiabatic I.E. at a point 2 6.4 =  eV, which value we have already 
identified as being indicative of the 3p thresholds. Similar 3s and (weak) 3p ridges are observed in 
the ns laser REMPI PES although these measurements extend to only just above the 3p threshold 
region [19]. In the present results, it can be seen that  the initial ridge associated with the 0v =  
ionization of the 3s Rydberg state apparently continues throughout the 3p excitation band. One 
might first suppose that this is because above 2 6.4 = eV both the 3s and 3p Rydberg states are 
energetically accessible and so ionization of either can occur in parallel. However, at shorter 
wavelengths the ionization energies reached along this ridge exceed 9.1 eV and so fall outside the 
Franck-Condon window for direct vertical ionization from ground state neutral to the cation (Fig. 2). 
More tellingly, these resonance enhanced ionizations also fall beyond the Franck-Condon envelope 
for the neutral to 3s Rydberg excitation, as evidenced in Fig. 10.  The probability of there being a 
direct vertical transition from the ground state neutral to the cation via the 3s intermediate 
accounting for the continuation of this “3s” ridge is therefore quite negligible. 
In fact, following the intensity profile along the peak of this “3s” ridge one sees it essentially first 
follows the 3s region FC profile seen in Fig. 10. Then, having started to diminish, at the 3p threshold 
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the intensity revives and the profile (rather than the absolute intensity) repeats, again following one 
of the Franck-Condon envelopes (e.g. the 3p). Recognising that the width of  “3s” ridges has at the 
same time increased, and the additional contribution made by the broad 3p ridge, it becomes clear 
that the total electron yield increases sharply, as does the REMPI intensity (Figs. 6, 10) above the 6.4 
eV 3p threshold. The 2nd order laser intensity dependence recorded for excitation above 6.4 eV 
indicates that the ionization step is saturated, so that photoelectron intensity would be expected to 
follow the vibronic cross-section for the intermediate state excitation. Hence we are led to infer that 
in the region 2 6.4  eV the strongly FC favoured 3p excitation rapidly dominates over any 
disfavoured 3s excitation, but that some 3p population can rapidly interconvert to high vibrational 
levels of the 3s state. It is these highly excited 3s states that are then ionized in 0v =  transitions 
which now will terminate in equally high vibration levels of the cation lying outside the ground state 
FC window.  
Closer examinations of the example REMPI-PES recorded at 2 6.60 =  eV, 0.2 eV above the 3p 
threshold, (Fig. 12), sheds further light on this behaviour. The first prominent peak in the spectrum, 
at I.E. = 8.70 eV sits ~0.2 eV above the adiabatic ionization threshold. Hence all excess internal 
energy above the 3p Rydberg threshold appears as internal energy of the cation. This, and the trends 
exhibited by adjacent spectra, confirms this peak as a 3p 0v =   ionization. However, it is also 
immediately obvious from the broader width, tailing to higher I.E., that the 0v = propensity is 
much weakened. The second prominent peak at 9.17 eV, identified as a member of the 3s 0v =  
series, is more intense than the 8.70 eV 3p 0v =  ionization, quite contrary to the relative 3s, 3p 
cross-sections at this two-photon excitation energy. It also is much broadened, revealing a 
substantial weakening of the 0v =  propensity which was so rigorously followed in the pure 3s 
excitation region. This weakened propensity supports the contention of very different internal 
dynamics following excitation above the 3p threshold.  
In this REMPI-PES recorded above the 3p intermediate threshold we have marked two apparent 
vibrational progressions built upon the 0v =  transitions (Fig. 12). It is clear that in terms of both 
energy and intensity these are discontinuous — that is separate and distinct progressions. The 
empirically identified transitions have been fitted to series with successive spacings reducing slightly, 
characteristic of weak anharmonicity, and a fundamental spacing of ~0.089 eV (~720 cm-1). While 
the FC simulations (Fig. 10) do all show a small peak at this energy, it is a composite of several 
individual transitions, so that the nature of this mode is not readily established. Nevertheless, 
contrasting this array of final cation vibrational levels with the single vibrational peak developed in 
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the 3s resonant photoionization, one sees the evidence for much more complex vibronic dynamics 
following excitation into the 3p Rydberg intermediate state. 
Conclusions 
By recording the FT VUV absorption spectrum of the Rydberg region of Fenchone we have revealed 
new vibrational structure in the lower energy 3spd region. Complementing this with a (2+1) REMPI 
spectrum recorded with a picosecond laser, the electronic state assignments guided by older 
calculations have been newly corroborated by TDDFT and EOM-CCSD calculations.  These 
calculations further provided a harmonic vibrational analysis of the 3s and 3p Rydberg states which 
has permitted good Franck-Condon simulations of the vibrational band profiles of both VUV and 
REMPI spectra that further aid understanding of the spectroscopy. While these are very similar to 
one another, the greater prominence of the 3s band in REMPI can be explained by reference to 
calculated one- and two-photon excitation cross-sections. 
Extensive use has been made of laser intensity dependence measurements that shed light on the 
extent of competition between the two-photon excitation, ionization, and relaxation processes in 
the REMPI spectrum. In particular, the 3p excitations display a second order power dependence 
from which we deduce that the two-photon absorption is rate limiting. The 3s excitation is similarly 
second order at higher intensities reached with a femtosecond laser pulse, but as the laser intensity 
is decreased there are indications that a more subtle interplay of the excitation and 
relaxation/ionization dynamical processes becomes more controlling, and the observed power 
dependence becomes intermediate between 2nd and 3rd order. 
The investigation of REMPI circular-linear dichroism, the ratio of signal (ion yield) recorded with 
circular and linear light polarization is also shown to have the capability to aid diagnosis of the 
spectroscopy. Circular-linear dichroism is well established in two-photon liquid phase spectroscopy, 
but seems to have been largely overlooked in gas phase REMPI, due to the possibility of ill-defined 
contributions from any photon dynamics, including ionization, occurring after the two-photon 
absorption, but nevertheless contributing to the observed effects. Here, we show that the laser 
power dependence measurements serve as a guide, and when a 2nd order dependence applies the 
experimental circular-linear dichroism measurements may be in very good accord with theoretical 
predictions utilising calculated two-photon absorption cross-sections. Conversely, it has been 
possible to infer from the apparent lack of such agreement that the 3pz sub-state is a vanishingly 
small contributor to the overall REMPI 3p excitation, corroborating the same inference based upon 
the relative weakness of the two-photon 3pz cross-section.  
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This latter conclusion seems also to be borne out by small differences noted in the vibrational 
structure of the single-photon VUV and two-photon REMPI 3p spectral regions, although a 
satisfactory synthesis of the detail using calculated energetics, cross-sections and Franck-Condon 
factors has so far eluded us. It may be noted that this understanding of the 3p spectrum — arrived at 
with the aid of laser power and polarization dependent measurements, calculated  two-photon 
transition strengths, and vibrational simulations — differs from a recent tentative assignment that 
instead hypothesised commensurate contributions made by all three potential 3p sub-states, equally 
separated by ~0.06 eV [19]. In contrast the 3px sub-state, here indicated by CCSD calculations (Fig. 8) 
to have the strongest two-photon excitation, has been suggested as the dominant 3p REMPI 
contribution on the basis of very different arguments, that compared theoretical and experimental 
photoelectron circular dichroism values [17]. 
The REMPI circular-linear dichroism measurements are particularly revealing in the 3s excitation, 
since they appear to be inversely correlated to the photon intensity dependence. As noted above, in 
regions that clearly tend towards 2nd order intensity dependence, indicating that the two-photon 
excitation is the rate limiting step, the dichroism tends towards an upper limit derived from the 
calculated two-photon absorption tensor for the 3s state. Conversely, when in the weaker red and 
blue wings of the 3s absorption band the REMPI signal shifts towards observed 3rd order intensity 
dependence the observed dichroism reduces, presumably reflecting the increased importance of the 
third ionization photon in the overall dynamics. The evident suppression of this overall three-photon 
dependence in the band centre must be attributed to a combination of an ionization cross-section, 
that initially increases from threshold, and Franck-Condon factors for the ionization. Both are in 
principle able to ensure faster, hence more readily saturated, ionization at the REMPI band peak. 
Nevertheless, even in regions approaching 3rd order power dependence the intermediate role of the 
two-photon resonant 3s state continues to be demonstrated by the very strong v=0 propensity for 
vibrational excitation observed in REMPI-PES across the band. 
Helping to validate such interpretation of observed deviations from the calculated two-photon 
circular-linear dichroism we were able to show using femtosecond excitation pulses, that with these 
higher laser intensities the parent ion production occurs in competition with formation to a mass 81 
fragment ion. The former is unambiguously two-photon limited (2nd order power dependence); the 
latter process clearly displays a 3rd order power dependence, and energetically requires a minimum 
of 4 photon absorption, hence is likely a three-photon resonant process. There is then little surprise 
that a simultaneous mass-selected measurement of the parent and fragment dichroism shows good 




A series of REMPI photoelectron spectra, recorded at excitation energies throughout the 3s and 3p 
excitation region, provide much more insight into the vibrational dynamics of these Rydberg states 
and the cation. Below the 3p excitation threshold, the 3s REMPI-PES show that the anticipated v=0 
propensity is rigorously followed, with a single photoelectron peak. Above the 3p threshold a second 
series of v=0 peaks appear in the REMPI-PES that are clearly attributable to excitation via the 3p 
Rydberg intermediate, while the 3s  v=0 appears to be continued. However, this leads to 
excitations that clearly fall outside the Franck-Condon envelope reachable from the ground state 
geometry, and instead have an intensity distribution that tracks the Franck-Condon envelope of the 
3p resonant intermediate. From this it is inferred that rather than the 3s and 3p intermediate states 
being excited in parallel, the dominant mechanism above the 3p threshold is for its excitation to be 
followed by a rapid internal conversion to highly excited vibrational levels of the 3s state before it is 
now ionized. A similar conclusion has been drawn from noting the reduced 3p:3s ionization ratio in 
ns REMPI, as compared to fs REMPI,  which was taken to indicate 3p – 3s internal conversion 
occurring on some intermediate experimental timescale [19]. A further indication here of much more 
complex vibronic dynamics above the 3p threshold is that the propensity for  v=0 ionizations is 
lessened, with both the principal REMPI-PES peaks showing vibrational progressions ranging to 
higher vibrational quantum number.   
The deployment and interpretation of a number of spectroscopic techniques (VUV-FT absorption, 
REMPI, REMPI-PES, i2PEPICO) described in this paper has been enhanced by a careful, 
complementary investigation of the laser power and polarization dependence of the REMPI signals. 
Circular-linear dichroism appears to have been largely neglected for gas-phase REMPI studies but, as 
shown here, the nowadays much more widespread availability of ultrafast laser systems provides 
access to a much greater span of photon intensities which, when coupled  with modern techniques 
for the straightforward computation of two-photon cross-sections, can be exploited to gain more 
insight into a relatively large, non-symmetric molecular system.  
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Vertical Excitation Energies, Ev (eV), Oscillator Strengths, f, and Spatial Extents relative to the Ground State, r2 (a.u.), for Excited States of 
Fenchone obtained by TDDFT calculations with CAM-B3LYP functional 
BASIS d-Aug-cc-pVTZ d-Aug-cc-pVDZ SNST 
STATE Ev  f10
2 r2 Ev  f102 r2 Ev  f102 r2 
1 * 4.26 0.00 -0.8 4.24 0.00 -0.8 4.26 0.00 -0.8 
2 3s 6.29 0. 04 51.7 6.26 0. 04 51.7 6.36 0.04 39.6 
3 3pz (a1) (a) 6.72 2.41 73.6 6.69 2.42 73.5 6.82 2.91 50.6 
4 3py (b2) (a) 6.75 1.46 83.2 6.72 1.44 82.9 6.86 1.81 56.7 
5 3px  (b1) (a)(b) 6.80 0.38 83.0 6.76 0.40 83.0 6.92 0.44 53.9 
6 3d(x2-y2) 7.19 0.57 106.1 7.16 0.55 103.6 7.38 1.08 51.6 
7 3d 7.28 0.63 133.3 7.25 0.66 129.3 7.48 1.25 11.2 
8 3d 7.30 0.08 131.2 7.27 0.06 126.3 7.53 0.25 48.0 
9 3d 7.32 1.64 144.1 7.29 1.66 138.5 7.55 0.51 57.5 
10 3d 7.34 0.14 148.9 7.31 0.17 143.0 7.58 3.64 67.4 
 
a symmetry and directions indicated for 3p states are relative to the localised planar (C2v) C-CO-C grouping 





Vertical Excitation Energies, Ev (eV), Oscillator Strengths, f, and Spatial Extents relative to the Ground State, r2 (a.u.), for Excited States of 
Fenchone calculated by ADC(2)  and CCSD methods 
METHOD ADC(2) EOM-CCSD CCSD (a) 
BASIS d-Aug-cc-pVDZ cc-pVDZ + R cc-pVDZ + R Ryd-TZ d-Aug-cc-pVDZ 
STATE (b) Ev  f10
2 r2 Ev  f102 r2 Ev  f102 (c) r2 Ev Ev 
1 * 4.02 4.02 -0.3 4.00 0.00 -0.5 4.28 0.00 -0.8 4.44 4.35 
2 3s 5.38 5.38 74.3 5.41 0.18 77.7 6.21 0.05 64.5 6.19 6.39 
3 3pz (a1) 5.70 5.70 89.6 5.72 1.09 92.6 6.56 1.98 83.8 6.53 6.85 
4 3py (b2) 5.75 5.75 105.4 5.77 0.80 109.4 6.64 0.74 94.2 6.60 6.97 
5 3px (b1)  5.80 5.80 106.8 5.81 0.24 110.6 6.66 0.88 98.7 6.62 7.10 
6 3d 6.18 6.18 140.4 6.20 0.34 150.4 7.08 0.26 124.5 7.04 8.00 
7 3d 6.24 6.24 152.4 6.25 0.03 162.6 7.14 0.08 135.8 7.09 8.31 
8 3d 6.25 6.25 163.3 6.26 0.25 174.9 7.15  149.1 7.10 8.59 
9 3d 6.27 6.27 168.6 6.28 0.63 180.9 7.17  155.3 7.12 8.74 
10 3d 6.28 6.28 173.2 6.29 0.29 185.0 7.20  160.9 7.14 8.76 
a Ref [17] 
b symmetry and directions indicated for 3p states are relative to the localised planar (C2v) C-CO-C grouping 





Two-photon cross-sections, (2), for linear and circular polarized excitation (in atomic units) and the resulting circular-linear dichroism ratio, 
(2) (2)
circ linC L  = . Calculated TPA tensors have been converted into the 
(2) cross-sections tabulated here using McLain’s formulation [56, 57]. 
METHOD CAM-B3LYP a ADC(2) b EOM-CCSD CCSD c 
BASIS d-Aug-cc-pVDZ d-Aug-cc-pVDZ cc-pVDZ+R Ryd-TZ 
STATE (lin) (circ) 
C/L (lin) (circ) C/L (lin) (circ) C/L (lin) (circ) C/L 
1 * 0.032 0.032 1.01 0.484 0.465 0.96 0.06 0.07 1.10 0.06 0.02 0.33 
2 3s 61.17 90.54 1.48 116.31 172.76 1.49 77.44 114.51 1.48 94.92 141.31 1.49 
3 3pz (a1) 14.15 20.89 1.48 9.37 13.98 1.49 13.75 20.55 1.50 20.57 30.27 1.47 
4 3py (b2) 143.04 57.09 0.40 328.60 81.03 0.25 107.60 65.85 0.61 131.87 55.12 0.42 
5 3px (b1)  58.57 20.95 0.36 87.74 26.49 0.30 174.11 91.93 0.53 253.58 68.81 0.27 
6 3d(x2-y2) 49.44 65.87 1.33 57.39 79.41 1.38 52.14 68.56 1.31    
7 3d 234.74 32.97 0.14    81.93 65.58 0.80    
8 3d 38.33 40.97 1.07          
9 3d 29.01 16.66 0.57          
10 3d 25.01 22.37 0.89          
 
a TDDFT Quadratic response theory, single residue calculations in Dalton 2018.0 
b ADC(2) calculations using direct matrix inversion (ISR) implemented in Q-Chem 5.0 








FT VUV absorption spectrum of room temperature fenchone vapour. The interferogram has been 
processed with a spectral resolution of 17.5 cm-1. Also marked are calculated vertical excitation 
energies of the Rydberg states, plotted with -0.2 eV offset to align with the experiment.  

































Photoelectron spectrum of jet-cooled fenchone, recoded in coincidence with translationally cold 
parent ions (m/z 152) to eliminate any contribution by dimer ionization. Also shown for comparison is 
a 10K Franck-Condon vibrational simulation using B3LYP/cc-pVTZ calculated harmonic frequencies. 
The stick spectrum has been convolved with a 230 cm-1 FWHM gaussian shaping function. The features 
of the two spectra are empirically aligned in the plot by varying the offset between the respective 
energy axes, allowing the adiabatic ionization energy to be estimated as 8.495 eV.  
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ps laser REMPI spectrum of fenchone, compared with the 3spd region of the FT spectrum, and a ns 
laser REMPI spectrum [16]. For the REMPI spectra the plotted excitation energies are the two-photon 
equivalent energy.  
  


































Femtosecond laser intensity dependence measurements for the parent- and principal fragment-ion 
production (=407.5 nm , linear polarization). The measurements at the lowest laser power shown 
(100 mW or 7.91012 W cm-2) have been excluded from the linear least squares fitting performed to 
determine the gradients of these log10-log10 plots. These slopes, indicated in the key, are taken to be 
indicative of the n-photon dependence of the rate determining multiphoton ionization steps. 
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 m/z = 81
 m/z = 69
 m/z = 41
Fitted Gradients
 1.98 ± 0.14
 3.08 ± 0.23
 3.81 ± 0.36





Examples of the picosecond laser intensity measurements of m/z = 152 ionization rates. The 
wavelengths chosen for presentation ( = 391, 406, 417 nm) lie at the extremes and centre of the 3s 
excitation band in the REMPI spectrum. Linear least squares best fit lines are drawn through the 
log10-log10 plotted experimental data, the slopes indicating the n-photon dependence. Also plotted 
are data for the intensity dependence of the circular-linear dichroism, expressed as the ratio of 
ionization rate observed with circular and linear laser polarizations, C/L. Dotted lines joining these 
data are drawn to guide the eye.  
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Laser power dependence measurements of parent ion (m/z 152) REMPI signal, expressed as the slope 
of log10-log10 plots such as those in Fig. 5. Measurements were made with linearly polarized, 
picosecond duration laser pulses around a mean power 4×1011 W cm-2. Also included are C/L ratios of 
parent ion yield recorded with circular and linear polarized laser light, averaged over the 9–15 mW 
range. Solid lines joining data points are drawn simply to guide the eye, both for the power 
dependence data and the C/L ratio data. The ps REMPI spectrum is plotted on the same axis as an 
overall reference. Along the bottom of the figure are marked the excitation energies where REMPI-
PES measurements (see Fig. 7) were made, open arrow heads indicating that linear polarization was 
used, closed arrow heads indicating the use of RCP light.  
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REMPI PES of Fenchone, recorded with picosecond duration laser pulses, for selected excitation 
wavelengths, shown against the two-photon equivalent energy. The ionization energy is determined 
by subtracting the recorded electron kinetic energy from the three-photon equivalent energy. Top 
panel: waterfall plot to display the spectra recorded for two-photon excitation into the 3sp region. 
The individual circularly polarized spectra are normalized by measurement time and (laser power)2, 
although it is known that in the 3s region the power dependence may exceed 2nd order (see text. 
Lower panel: pseudo-colour intensity map of the above data. The adiabatic ionization potential (8.495 
eV) is marked (solid line) as is the maximum ionization energy accessible in a three-photon process at 






Comparison of calculated excitation strengths in fenchone. (top panel) oscillator strengths, 
(1) ( )ijf d    ,for one-photon excitation from the ground state (Table 1) ; (bottom panel) two-




























































Franck-Condon simulations using unscaled CAM-B3LYP/SNST harmonic vibrational analysis for the 
cation, X+, and several low Rydberg states of fenchone. The simulations are for cold (10 K) molecules 
and the stick spectra have been convolved with a 120 cm-1 (15 meV) FWHM gaussian for a realistic 
appearance. 
  















































Comparison of Franck-Condon vibrational simulations with the ps REMPI spectrum. The simulations 
are as shown in Fig. 8 except that the calculated harmonic frequencies have been scaled by a factor of 
0.93 for comparison with experiment [68]. Intensities for each simulation and experiment are arbitrarily 
normalised for plotting. The origin of the 3s simulation has been set at 5.953 eV (to match literature 
values [16, 30]) and origins of  6.40 eV and 6.99 eV were selected for the 3py and 3d(x2-y2) simulations 
respectively (to best align to the experimental peak positions). 
  








































The 3s 10K Franck-Condon simulation appearing in Figure 10, but using a reduced width gaussian 
function (15 cm-1 FWHM) to match the higher experimental resolution of a (2+1) REMPI spectrum of 
the fenchone 3s  origin region recorded by nanosecond laser excitation (taken from Ref [29]).  
 
  













 (2+1) ns REMPI spectrum





















Examples of the REMPI-PES, recorded using linear polarization at two-photon equivalent energies in 
the 3s region (5.95 eV, 6.23 eV) and 3p region (6.60 eV). The intensity of each spectrum is arbitrarily 
normalised for clarity in the figure. 
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Using Fourier Transform VUV photon absorption spectroscopy and (2+1) resonance-enhanced 
multiphoton (REMPI) spectroscopy we examine the 3sp(d) Rydberg states of fenchone. Circular-linear 
dichroism observed in the polarized laser REMPI ionization yields is interpreted to help identify the 
contribution of the 3p sub-states. Experimental interpretation is further aided by computational 
modelling of the two-photon excitation of the Rydberg intermediates. Further insight into the vibronic 
state-selected Rydberg photoionization and relaxation processes is acquired by mapping the 
vibrationally resolved REMPI photoelectron spectroscopy. 
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